AVALANCHE ACCIDENT SORBMEGAISA, TROMS MONDAY 19TH MARCH 2012
Report by: Kjetil Brattlien (info also from Tromsø Police, Rescue team from Norsk Folkehjelp and Norwegian
Air Ambulance Services). Control at NGI: Frode Sandersen.
English translation from original Norwegian report by Kjetil Brattlien.
Accident summary:
Five skiers were killed in an avalanche descending from Mt. Sorbmegaisa (1288 m) in the Lyngen area ca. 65
km east of the city of Tromsø. The accident happened when a guided group of 6 triggered an avalanche in a
big and steep face. The fracture propagated over a long distance resulting in many separated crowns up to 2
m height. The avalanche was about 700 m wide in the top, vertical drop was about 600 m and runout length
almost 2 km. The terrain can be described as a terrain trap since the wide avalanche was channelized in the
valley and buried the victims deep. The face had also several steep rocky areas.
The avalanche buried 4 of the victims 3-6 m deep, one was buried about 1.5 m, and the survivor was partly
buried with his head above the snow. They were found by rescue personnel in an extensive operation due to
deep burials and victims spread over a large area of about 200x600m. It is assumed that the victims were
spread on the slope when they triggered the avalanche. The guide deployed his airbag (avalanche pack), but
was still buried deeper than the others and were found under 6 m of snow with his skis on.
The accident happened to a group of 10 Swiss skiers with 2 French UIAGM guides on a one week trip to the
area. The accident happened the third day of skiing. The group divided in 2 before the descent. The first half
with 6 persons was exposed in the big face at the same time when they triggered the avalanche. The
avalanche released after the 6 last skiers in the second half of the group started the descent. Several persons
in that group were about 100 m above the crown when the avalanche released, and they were not taken by
the avalanche.
It was avalanche danger 3-considerable when the accident happened. The terrain at the upper crowns was
32-36 degrees. The terrain was steeper below with lager areas steeper than 35 degrees and some areas
steeper than 40 degrees. There are convex (roll-over) parties.
Rescue summary:
th
The avalanche was triggered on Monday 19 March at about 1430. The Tromsø Police was alarmed at about
1438 by the skipper on the boat where the group stayed (times mainly from the Police log, can deviate from
real time and from other logs). The call informed that 6 skiers caught by avalanche and 6 others on the same
mountain not caught. The Police immediately alerted all resources according to procedure. Avalanche rescue
leader from “Norsk Folkehjelp” came to Norwegian Air Ambulance Services base at the University Hospital in
Tromsø (UNN). At the time it was not clear if victims had avalanche beacon, and it was decided to wait for
Police with rescue dog. Helicopter take-off from UNN was at about 1450 (about 10 minutes after the alarm).
Estimated flight time to accident site was 17 minutes. The Police was now informed that all victims had
avalanche beacons.
The helicopter arrived at the site at about 1505 (about 35 minutes after the avalanche was triggered). The
avalanche was very large and measurements after the accident showed that thick avalanche debris was
spread over a ca. 900 m long and 50-300 m wide area. It was 2-3 people searching in the debris and 6-7
persons skiing to the site when the helicopter arrived. The helicopter did a sweep to look after visual signs and
evaluate avalanche danger and safety before landing. After landing the rescue leader and Police with rescue
dog quickly localized one victim deeply buried by beacon search at about 1515. The helicopter did aerial
beacon search with antenna and quickly located 3 other victims and marked the positions. Ground personnel
used the relatively accurate marks and at about 1545 (1 hour and 15 minutes after the avalanche was
triggered) 4 victims were localized totally 120 m apart (30-60 m between individuals) in relatively flat terrain
(marked “1,2,3,4” on map). Avalanche beacons indicated the victims buried 4 – 7.8 m deep indicating slim
survival probability. At the time it was about 10 persons searching and digging.
Simultaneously it was searched for the 2 last victims and a cry was heard higher up in the debris. The
helicopter with medic and rescuer landed in the upper debris area about 500 m above the main initial search
area. They performed a beacon search and quickly located on dead person under about 1.5 m of snow
(marked “5” on map). This was at about 1600 (1 ½ hour after the avalanche was triggered). The last victim
was found alive ca. 170 m below (marked “6” on map) shortly after. He was buried horizontally with his head
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sticking out of the snow. There was no beacon signal from him and therefore he was not located earlier
despite beacon search in the area.
The rescue operation was extensive and required large resources due to many deeply buried victims. It was
rescue personnel from The Red Cross, Norwegian People’s Aid, Norwegian Rescue dogs, Police, Military and
volunteers. Helicopters from LAT, Sea-King and Military transported personnel, wounded and perished. The
accident site was about 2.5 km from road and about 700 vertical meters from the sea. There where
ambulances, health personnel and volunteers at the road assisting the operation. At the accident site there
was no cell phone coverage, limited satellite coverage and no regular communication signals. Communication
was limited and had to be transformed via the Sea-King rescue helicopter.
At about 1650 the second dead victim was excavated (2 hours and 20 minutes after the avalanche was
triggered). It was then about 30 persons working at the site and more personnel was requested. At about
1724 the injured survivor came to UNN by helicopter. At 1815 it was reported that in total 4 dead victims were
excavated. It was now almost 4 hours since the avalanche was triggered. The last 3 dead victims were buried
3-3.5 m deep (se marks “1, 3 and 4” on map). The last victim (marked “2” on map) was excavated at about
1900 (4 ½ hours after the avalanche was triggered). This was the French guide and he was buried under 6 m
compact snow. All the victims were transported out by helicopter.
Cause of death is assumed to be mainly suffocation (asphyxia). The victim located highest in the slope
(marked “5” on map) is assumed to mainly gotten killed by trauma (mechanical injuries).
All victims were men. It was 4 Swiss citizens age 50, 53, 53 and 55 years. The guide was 42 year old French
citizen.
This was the second fatal accident in Norway this winter where a person with deployed airbag (avalanche
pack) is deeply buried. An airbag reduces the probability of burial when caught by an avalanche, but is no
guarantee against deep burial.
Weather before and at accident:
It was nice weather with sun, calm wind and a few degrees below zero when the accident happened. It was
some snow and wind the days before the accident. It is often large local variation in weather and avalanche
conditions in the area due to costal climate with variation in topography and showery precipitation.
It is emphasized that the start of the winter in Troms was very special with repeated cycles of warm
temperatures with rain and cold dry weather until mid February. This created a weak foundation for the snow
and ideal fracture propagation conditions due to slick ice layers at base and also locally weak persistent depth
hoar layers.
Weather data last 7 days before accident for local stations.

Day
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Date
19.03.2012
18.03.2012
17.03.2012
16.03.2012
15.03.2012
14.03.2012
13.03.2012
12.03.2012

Time
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

Temp.*
Celsius
-5,2
-2,9
-5,5
0
2,1
-3,7
-5,6
-2,7

Snow
depth*
cm
154
158
161
159
152
159
136
137

Precipitation
Precip.
24h**
accumulated**
mm
mm
0,3
0,3
4,1
4,4
8,5
12,9
2,7
15,6
1,7
17,3
10
27,3
4,3
31,6
0,6
32,2

*From Gjerdevassbu in Lyngen (710 masl) 28 km SW of site.
**From Sørkjosen (6 masl) 15 km NE of site.
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Weather data from Nordnesfjellet (18 km SW of site, 500 masl) had calm wind at time of accident. It was
th
moderate wind most of the time the week before the accident. Most wind was 16 March when it was SW 8 11 m/s (30-40 knots).
Weather data from Sørkjosen (6 masl) had also calm wind at time of accident. The period 12-18 March had
periodically 10-13 m/s wind (35-45 knots) mainly from west.
Heavy wind and some snow the last week before the accident had accumulated snow on lee slopes. The
accident slope was not in lee for wind from west, but “cross-loading” had accumulated some fresh snow on
the slope. It is emphasized that it was not heavy snow accumulation the last days before the avalanche that
was the most important factor for the avalanche danger, but the weak foundation due to the weather earlier in
the winter.

More about the avalanche, terrain and snow conditions:
It is not known where the initial fracture started or where the victims were located when the avalanche
released. However, it is likely to assume that the 6 victims were spread out on the slope. It is assumed that 2
persons were at the top fracture area, and that the guide and the other were more than mid way down the
slope when the avalanche released. It can have been more than 500 m between the victims when the
avalanche released. There are two likely trigger points of the initial fracture:
 It seems most likely that the avalanche was triggered by the first skiers at the steepest part of the
slope where it locally is steeper than 40 degrees. The fracture can have propagated several hundred
meters uphill and to the sides.
 It is also possible that the avalanche was triggered by the skiers traversing into the slope where the
ski tracks ends at a crown in ca. 30 degree terrain with a thin and unstable snowpack. The fracture
can have propagated several hundred meters to each side and triggered several avalanches.
The following avalanche bulletins were posted on the web when the accident happened:
 The local guide company based very close to the site had the following posted on their homepage
www.lyngenlodge.com (published in English only):



“ Avalanche Grade 3 above 600m. Decreasing grade 2 below 600m.
Strong winds and cold temperatures have contributed to localized slab snow deposits and increased
risk at altitudes 600m and above for regions Lyngen, Kåfjord and Skjervøy. Below 600m winds have
been lower and slab snow deposits less. Steep lee sided terrain over 30 degrees and above 600m
altitude is under tension due to previous cold temperatures and high winds which is laying on a weak
rotten sugar layer at base level. “
This season there has been a regional avalanche forecasting test project in Norway financed by the
government. Monday and Thursday afternoon regional bulletins have been published on a test
version of www.varsom.no (in Norwegian only). They gave a regional grad 2 the days before the
accident (Thursday-Monday) and increased to grade 3 about at the same time as the accident on
Monday. The web site states that the bulletins are under testing and developing and have variable
quality.

The snowpack was investigated by NGI in the upper release areas 2 days after the accident (1100-1200
masl). Snow depth varied between 20 cm and more than 3 m with large snowpack variation. The following is a
representative profile with 1 m snow depth. Numbers given from the snow surface and down:
0-10 cm: Decomposed and fragmented snow (DF), hardness 4F (4 Fingers)
10-20 cm: DF and Rounded grains (DF/RG), hardness 4F (4 Fingers)
20-80 cm: Rounded grains (RG), hardness 1F to P (1 Finger to Pencil)
80-100 cm: Depth hoar (DH), hardness F (Fist)
It fractured in the persistent weak depth hoar layer with the following stability results:
CT11Q2 @80 cm, ECT17/18 Q2 @80 cm.
The winter 2012 was special with very little snow early in the winter, and a combination of cold and mild
weather. Locally the snowpack foundation was a weak layer of depth hoar on top of a slick ice layer at the
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ground. Other places the depth hoar had stuck to the ground and it was fair stability between the depth hoar
and the snow above.
The avalanche released all the way to the ground in the lower part of the slope, and released in a weak layer
within the snowpack in the upper half of the slope. It is estimated that it was more than 500x200x1 m of snow
3
that released, i.e. the initial slide accelerated more than 100.000 m of snow. This classifies as a very large
avalanche (class 5). About 25.000 tons of snow released (this corresponds to the weight of about 20.000
3
cars) assuming average snow density of 250 kg/m . The avalanche had probably a speed of about 100 km/h.
There is enormous destructive force in such an avalanche.
The avalanche stopped about 300 m below the victims. It passed a small lake and crushed the ice such that a
mixture of snow and water continued a little further. The avalanche had a vertical drop of about 580 m from
the upper crown at about 1170 masl to the end at about 590 masl. Runout angle from the end of the debris to
the upper crown was measured to 21.6 degrees, and the beta-angle was about 29 degrees (line of sight
between 10-degree terrain and crown). According to the alfa-beta model the runout distance was very long
(about 2 standard deviations past alfa-average).
Comments:
There are 3 factors that explain much of this tragic accident:
1. They picked a terrain that was steeper than 35 degrees with local convex parts steeper than 40
degrees. This terrain is too steep at avalanche danger 3-considerable.
2. The terrain can be described as a terrain trap because of large vertical drop, rocky parts and narrow
valley channeling the snow resulting in deep burials. A terrain trap is defined as terrain where the
consequence of an avalanche often is very severe.
3. All the 6 victims were exposed on the slope at the same time and therefore the consequence of the
avalanche was enormous. If only one person at the time was exposed to the dangerous avalanche
terrain, only one person would have been caught.
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General map with the accident site 65 km east of Tromsø indicated by red marker.

The avalanche roughly indicated in red. The group skied up from the Lyngen Fjord to the left and followed the
terrain north of the avalanche to the top.
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Picture of Mt. Sorbmegaisa (1288 masl) with the avalanche indicated in red. The avalanche stopped about
590 masl.

The accident face with the ski tracks into the slope indicated in red. To the right there is an alternative decent
from the top in about 25 degree terrain.
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Steepness in degrees calculated from 20 m contour lines. It is assumed that the group skied down the face
near the arrow. Numbers show location of the burried victims and end of debris.
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Satelite image of site with locations of the burried victims.

Face seen from the end of the debris. Many separate crowns and release to the ground can be seen many
places.
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Seen from the end of the debris 300 m below the helicopter. Red circles indicate burial sites for 4 lower
victims and 2 upper victims.

Many separate crowns. Crown at mark “1” is about 2 m in 36 degree terrain, crown at mark 2 is about 1 m in
32 degree terrain.
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Crown ”1” (ref. previous picture). Traversing ski tracks into the slope indicated in red.

The terrain below crown “1” with the Lyngen Fjord.
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Example showing layering at crown with unstable depth hoar above the ground.
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